In Einstein's theory of general relativity with a negative cosmological constant Λ, a vacuum spacetime is a solution to the equation R ab = Λg ab and the lowest-energy solution is the anti-de Sitter spacetime. Moreover it was proved by Bocher-GibbonsHorowitz [BGH84] in 3 + 1 dimensions that the anti-de Sitter spacetime is the unique static, asymptotically anti-de Sitter vacuum.
where (M, g) is a Riemannian manifold and V is a positive function on M. The vacuum Einstein equation (without loss of generality we always take the negative cosmological constant Λ to be −n)
can be written in terms of g and V as
where D 2 and △ are the Hessian and Laplacian on (M, g). From these two equations it is easy to see that g has scalar curvature S = −n(n − 1). We will often just call the triple (M, g, V ) a static vacuum.
The anti-de Sitter spacetime, in (n + 1) dimensions, can be written as ds 2 = −(1 + r 2 )dt 2 + (1 + r 2 ) −1 dr 2 + r 2 dω 2 , which is manifestly static. It is simply R × H n with the metric − cosh 2 rdt 2 + h, where h = dr 2 + sinh 2 rdω 2 is the hyperbolic metric in polar coordinates. Another interesting example is the so called AdS soliton, which is R × B 2 × T n−2 with the metric
where, h is a flat metric on T n−2 , V (r) = r 2 1 − r n 0 r n , with r 0 > 0 a constant and φ is periodic with period 4π/nr 0 to resolve the singularity at r = r 0 . A uniqueness theorem has recently been established by Galloway-Surya-Woolgar [GSW] . In both examples (M, g) is conformally compact. The conformal infinity is the standard sphere S n−1 in the anti-de Sitter case and a flat torus T n in the AdS soliton case. The simplest example of a spacetime which is asymptotic to the anti-de Sitter spacetime is the Schwarzschild-anti-de Sitter metric:
where f (r) = 1 + r 2 − M/r n−2 . In dimension n = 3 Boucher-Gibbons-Horowitz [BGH84] defines a spacetime to be asymptotically anti-de Sitter if outside of a spatially compact world tube the metric has the following asymptotic behavior:
where ds 2 0 is metric in (5). With this definition they proved that the only static asymptotically anti-de Sitter solution to R ab = Λg ab is the anti-de Sitter spacetime.
There are two important ingredients in the proof. The first one is the positive mass theorem for asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds. The second ingredient is the following remarkable identity attributed to Lindblom
where W = |∇V | 2 , W 0 = V 2 − 1 and B is the Bach tensor. In a local frame the Bach
S k h ij and its importance lies in the fact that a Riemannian 3−manifold is locally conformally flat iff its Bach tensor B = 0. To verify the identity (7), the key point is to express B in terms of V and h and this is possible because the curvature tensor is determined by the Ricci tensor in dimension three.
To see this choose a local orthonormal frame and compute, using (3) and S = −6
In dimension three, the curvature tensor
By using (3) again we end up with
In higher dimensions the curvature tensor is considerably more complicated with an extra piece, the Weyl tensor which is out of the reach of the field equations (3)(4), therefore it is not clear at all how to generalize (7). The main purpose of this paper is to give a different approach which is very elementary and works in any dimensions. We also use the positive mass theorem, but in place of the Lindblom identity (7) we use an elementary identity in Riemannian geometry which holds in all dimensions. Let f be a function and T a symmetric 2−tensor on a Riemannian manifold (M, g), then we have
In a local orthonormal frame this can be written as
If Ω ⊂ M is a compact and smooth domain, the by Stokes theorem we obtain
where ν is the outer unit normal of ∂Ω. An advantage of our approach is that we use conformal compactification to formulate the asymptotics (see Wang [Wan01a] and Chrusiel-Herzlich [CH] ), which allows more general asymptotics. Instead of having mass M as just a number, there is a mass aspect τ which is a 2-tensor. Moreover the asymptotics required for the application of the positive mass theorem follow naturally from the field equations (3) (4). With Fefferman and Graham's result on conformally compact Einstein metrics the analysis is also made clean and transparent. We state our main result as Remark. The last assumption that M is spin, which is superfluous in dimension n = 3, is needed because that is the only case the positive mass theorem for asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds is known.
Since (M, g) is conformally compact with scalar curvature S = −n(n − 1) we can choose a defining function r such that near infinity
where h r is an r−dependent family of metrics on the conformal boundary S n−1 with h 0 being the unit round metric (see e. g. Lemma 2.1 in Graham [Gra00] ). We choose local coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n−1 on the boundary and write h r = h ij (r, x)dx i dx j . Moreover in view of the assumption (ii) we can assume V r| S n−1 ≡ 1.
For example it is easy to see that the anti-de Sitter spacetime can be written in this form as
We need to study the asymptotic expansion of h r and V in detail. To do this one could study directly the equations (3) and (4). Instead we take advantage of the various results available for conformally compact Einstein manifolds. We recommend Graham [Gra00] for a clear and succinct introduction.
Consider the manifold N = S 1 × M with the metric
where θ is periodic with period 2π. By the equations (3) (4) (N,g) is conformally compact Einstein (i. e. Ric (g) = −ng) with conformal infinity (S 1 × S n−1 , dθ 2 + h 0 ). If (M, g, V ) is the anti-de Sitter spacetime, we have by (12) (13)
Bothg andg 0 are conformally compact Einstein with the same conformal infinity (S 1 × S n−1 , dθ 2 + h 0 ). By the work of Fefferman and Graham as presented in [Gra00] (roughly speaking, in the Taylor expansion in r the first n terms are locally determined by the metric h 0 on the conformal boundary), we have
where τ is a symmetric 2-tensor on S n−1 and
The equation (14) can be separated as two equations
The second equation (17) shows that (M, g) is asymptotically hyperbolic in the sense of [Wan01a] .
Definition 1 [Wan01a] A conformally compact manifold (X, g) is called asymptotically hyperbolic if it satisfies:
1. the conformal infinity is the standard sphere (S n−1 , h 0 ),
there exists a good defining function r such that
in a collar neighborhood of the conformal infinity and
where τ is a symmetric 2-tenor on S n−1 . Moreover the asymptotic expansion can be differentiated twice.
For asymptotically hyperbolic spin manifolds, the following positive mass theorem was proved in Wang [Wan01a] (see also Chrusciel-Herzlich [CH] ).
Theorem 2 [Wan01a] Let (X, g) be an asymptotically hyperbolic manifold. If X is spin and has scalar curvature R ≥ −n(n − 1) then we have
Moreover equality holds iff (X, g) is isometric to the hyperbolic space H n .
We use (16)(17) and (11) to compute
To summarize we have shown
Proof of the Theorem: Define M ǫ = {p ∈ M|r(p) ≥ ǫ}. For ǫ small, this is a compact and smooth domain in M. Let T = Ric (g) + (n − 1)g which is actually the Einstein tensor of g. By (4) we have
By the second Bianchi identity δT = ( 1 2 − 1 n )dS = 0 for S = −n(n − 1). Therefore by the formula (10)
The outer unit normal ν = −r ∂ ∂r and the induced area form dσ = r
H(r, x)dx with H(r, x) = det (h ij (r, x)). Therefore, using (21) again, we can rewrite the above equation as
where in the last step we use the asymptotic expansion (20). Taking ǫ → 0, in view of (15), we obtain
But by Theorem 2, the right hand side is non-positive. Therefore both sides must be zero. By the characterization of zero mass case in Theorem 2, (M, g) is the hyperbolic space H n . Then it is an easy matter to show that the triple (M, g, V ) is the anti-de Sitter spacetime.
In the last step we only need the positive mass theorem to the extent that the mass is nonnegative and the characterization of zero mass case can be replaced by an elementary argument. In fact we have T = 0, i. e. Ric (g) + (n − 1)g = V −1 (D 2 V − V g) = 0. This implies that g = V −2 g is Einstein. Therefore (M , g) is a compact Einstein manifold with a totally geodesic boundary which is the standard sphere S n−1 . Moreover ∇V is a conformal vector field. It is then elementary to show that (M , g) is the standard hemisphere S n + ⊂ R n+1 and V (x) = 1/x n+1 . This easily implies that (M, g, V ) is the anti-de Sitter spacetime.
